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This presentation will discuss how to manually copy a dataset from one server to another.
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The objectives of this presentation are to document the process by which you can copy a 

dataset created on one DataStage server to another DataStage server. The presentation 

will go through the steps to create a very simple parallel DataStage job that will create an 

output dataset file using a two node configuration file on a DataStage server which is 

referred to as the source server. The presentation will also cover which files are created on 

the source server and locations of these files after the job has run. Next, it will explain 

which files need to be copied on the destination server and their locations and what 

configuration changes that are required. The presentation will also go through steps to 

create a very simple parallel job to read this copied dataset on the destination. Finally, the 

presentation will discuss why you may want to use this method to copy a dataset and what 

restrictions apply to this method.
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The first step in this presentation is to create a very simple job using a row generator to 

write to a dataset file as demonstrated on this slide. For the purpose of this presentation, a 

single column definition is used and the row generator is set to run in parallel and use a 

two node configuration file called test.apt. The configuration file details are covered in the 

later slides. The dataset descriptor file, called datasetfile.ds, is created in the location 

displayed on this slide. 
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The previous job uses the APT_CONFIG file to create a two node dataset which creates 

two data files in the /tmp/Datasets directory on a node called gbaix85485, which is 

referred to as the source server.
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Once the job has been run, using the two node APT_CONFIG file demonstrated in the 

previous slide, the example files displayed on this slide are created in the locations 

displayed. The dataset raw data files are created in the /tmp/Datasets directory. Notice 

that two files are created since you used a two node configuration file. The dataset 

descriptor file called datasetfile.ds is created in the /home/dsadm/Federico/ds_file 

directory as defined in the output dataset stage properties. 
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Copy the files displayed on this slide from the source server, which for the purpose of this 

presentation is gbaix85485, to the destination server, which, for the purpose of this 

presentation, is gbaix85487. Copy the test.apt file that was used previously, the dataset 

descriptor file, datasetfile.ds, and the two dataset raw data files that were created using 

the two node configuration file to the destination server. The configuration and the dataset 

descriptor files can be copied to any location on the destination server and the DataStage 

job design modified to point to these new locations. However, the dataset raw data files 

need to be copied to the same directory structure on the destination server, hence, these 

directories will need to be created if they do not already exist. If you want to use existing 

directories, create soft links to the directories that you want. Ensure that the correct 

ownership and permissions are set on the files and directories.
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Once the files have been copied and directories created on the destination server, edit the 

copied configuration file and update the fastname to reflect the new destination server 

name, in this example, gbaix85487. As an additional note, it is also possible to use a 

configuration file that contains the same set or superset of nodes, but not a subset. Keep 

the nodes the same to make things simpler.
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As previously mentioned, the configuration file and the dataset descriptor file can be 

copied to a different location on the destination server and does not need to have the 

same location as on the source server. In this example, the locations of the files have 

changed so the job reading this dataset needs to be modified to reflect the changes on the 

location. These details are used on the following slides.
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Once all the files are in their locations as displayed in the previous slides and you have 

verified that all the file ownership and permissions are correct, the next step is to create a 

simple job to read the dataset. A simple dataset input file and a peek stage suffices to test. 

Ensure that you point to the correct APT_CONFIG file and dataset file locations. Once all 

the necessary changes have been completed, compile and run the job and verify that the 

data has been read correctly.
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There are a couple of instances where it may be required to use a copy of a dataset from 

another server rather than recreating the dataset on the second server. One example is 

where testing needs to be done where the data extraction on the new system has not 

been enabled, hence, the same dataset files cannot be created. In this case, it is 

necessary to use an existing dataset from another similar server environment to run some 

initial testing. 

This method can also be very useful when raising support cases where a test case 

requires an input dataset to replicate the issue.
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This method of manually copying the dataset files from one server to another does have 

some restrictions. First, the source server operating system where the dataset has been 

created must be the same as that of the target server. Ideally, you should copy the 

datasets between the same releases of DataStage. However, you should also be able to 

read older datasets with newer versions of DataStage.
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